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M-ideals in a commutative Banach algebra A are shown to correspond to 
certain hermitian central projections in A**, and thus possess bounded approxi- 
mate identities. This leads to a new characterization of M-ideals in function 
algebras. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As implied by the title, this note is a direct continuation of the results of [a, 
and the notation and definitions of that paper are taken as standard for present 
purposes. In [6] the M-ideals in a Banach algebra were investigated and it was 
found that the general theorems could be strengthened in the special case of a 
commutative algebra. Subsequently it became clear that the structure in this case 
was nicer than had been-suspected, and it is the purpose of this note to report on 
this. 
Specifically, it is shown that in commutative algebras the M-ideals correspond 
to certain central hermitian projections in A**, and also possess bounded 
approximate identities. This is applied to obtain a new characterization of 
M-ideals in function algebras. For another characterization in terms of peak sets 
see [4]. 
2. APPROXIIVL~TE IDENTITIES IN M-IDEALS 
The assumption throughout is that A is a complex commutative Banach 
algebra with identity e. In certain instances further conditions will be imposed on 
A, but these will be explicitly stated at the appropriate times. A** will always be 
regarded as a Banach algebra with the Arens multiplication [I]. 
The following lemma appears in [2]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let @: A -+ B be a homommphism between Banach algebras 
A and B. Then CD**: A** + B** is a hmomorphism. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let J be an M-ideal in A. Then Jl’ is a two sided ideal in A** 
and takes deform A**z where z E A** is a ce-ntralprojection. 
Proof. Let P: A** + A ** be the M-projection with range JIL, and set 
M = (I - P)A**. It was shown in [6] that Pe is a projection z E A**, and that 
the four relations zA**z C /II, (e - z) A**(e - z) C M, ZMZ = 0, 
(e - z) Jl’(e - z) = 0 hold. 
Consider an element a E J. Then (e - z) a(e - z) = 0, and thus a = az = za, 
since a commutes with A** [6, Lemma 3.71. Let I = {FE A**: Fz = F). It is 
clear from above that I contains J. A simple limit argument shows that I is 
w *-closed in A* * and hence contains J’“. 
Consider F E I, and choose # E J”. For a E A and j E J, 
b.(i) = #W = 0 
since aj E J [6, Theorem 3.81. Thus 4. E J’ and z$ = 0. Then 
F(4) = Fz(+) = F(z+) = 0, 
and it follows that F E J Il. F was an arbitrary element of I, and so I = Jl’. In 
particular J’” takes the form A**z and possesses a right identity z. 
Two Banach algebra multiplications may be defined on S-5 the restriction 
of the multiplication in A** and the multiplication in J’” when viewed as J**. 
However Lemma 2.1 implies that these multiplications coincide, and thus J 
possesses a bounded approximate right identity [l, p. 1461. The commutivity of 
A leads to the existence of a left identity for J”, which is clearly z. 
Consider F E A**, + E J”, and let (a,),,n be a net from J converging in the 
w*-topology to z. Then 
zF(+) = x(F$) = lim a,(F+) = $rn a$($) 
= lipFa,(#) = lipF(a,$). 
This last term is zero since a, E J for all OL E rl, and thus zF E J’“. Hence 
zA**C Jl’ = A** z. Multiplication on the left by z yields 
zA** CzJll = J” = zA**zCzA**, 
and it follows that zA** = A**z. In particular J’” is a two sided ideal in A**. 
The element z commutes with Jll, and similar arguments imply that e - z 
commutes with M. Thus z is a central projection in A**. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Every M-i&al in a commutative Banach algebra with identity 
is a twosidedidealin A**. 
Remark. The fact that J’” is a two sided ideal in A** could have been 
deduced immediately from results in [2] and the core of Theorem 2.2 is the 
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existence of the central projection z. This would have been easy to obtain had the 
multiplication in A** been w*-continuous. However this is not always the case; 
an example of this phenomenon is provided by the convolution algebra D(R) 
(see [2] for a discussion of this point). The fact that multiplication is well behaved 
in this special situation adds interest to the study of M-ideals. 
A new characterization of M-ideals in function algebras is now available. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a fun&n aZgebta contained in C(Q) where l2 is a 
compact HausdoqJ space. Then the M-ideals in A are precisely the closed ideals with 
a bounded approximate identity. 
Proof. One half of the theorem is contained in Corollary 2.3. It remains to 
show that an ideal I with a bounded approximate identity is an M-ideal. Let 
i: A -+ C(Q) denote the natural inclusion map. Then, by Lemma 2.1, i**: A** + 
C(Q)** is an isometric algebraic isomorphism. C(Q)** may be identified with 
C(d) for some compact HausdorfI space d. 
Multiplication in the second dual of a C*-algebra is regular and w *-continuous 
[l], [5], and hence P- is a w*-closed ideal in A** with a two sided identity 
z [l, p. 1471. E = (#~d:z(+) = 0) and F ={+E~:x(I$) = l} are com- 
plementary open and closed subsets of d, andP = cf~ A**:f(E) = 01. Then 
A** = IL’- @J where J = CUE A**:f(F) = 0}, and, since A** has the 
supremum norm, P and J are complementary M-summands. It follows that I-’ 
is anl-ideal in A* [3], and thus I is an M-ideal in A. 
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